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1. On Alexander Graham Bell

Alexander
Graham Bell.

A.G. Bell.

Alec to his friends (and biographers).

Scottish. Born Edinburgh. Bearded. Jovial. An inventor's inventor. Moved to Canada to 
escape the foul London air. TB killed both his brothers. Never went to college.

�e fact that his mother was deaf. 

�e fact that he married a deaf woman, Mabel Hubbard, Mabel Bell.

�e fact that he taught deaf education. 

�e fact that he hoped to eradicate deafness. 

�e fact that he used to speak to his mother by drawing letters on her hands. 

Met Helen Keller, who says she fell in love instantly with Alec's hands and so� beard. 
Alec who introduced Helen to the miracle worker. Helen who became a force for good: 
Socialist, humanitarian, novelist, powerhouse. Radical Helen, who I always thought 
was the miracle worker referenced in the title.

Alec only wants to help the deaf but his wife's father patented his telephone and makes 
them all millionaires. How do you live an extraordinary life?

Alec said the deaf shouldn’t sign to each other, “should mouth to each other,” should 
integrate themselves with the hearing. “What do you want, deaf ghettos?” “�ey 
certainly shouldn’t marry because deaf parents statistically have deaf children.” Not 
actually, as it turns out. But he believed they should stay as far away from each other as 
possible so as not to risk making any more deaf people. Deaf people like his beloved 
mother and beloved Mabel. Mabel to whom he wrote love letters obsessively whenever 
they were apart. He could not sleep without Mabel. Mabel kept him alive. Mabel was 
the only reason anybody cared he was Alec Bell. Mabel, described as “strong and 
self-assured” became one of his pupils at his new school for the deaf. �ey had two 
daughters, neither deaf. �e second, Daisy, was almost named “Photophone” when she 
was born.

Alec knew it was hard to be deaf in a society of the speaking hearing. Rather than 
change society's perception of deaf people, he hoped to change the deaf 's perception of 
themselves. His tools were lip reading and natural speech. Natural speech was a 
phonetic alphabet that anyone could read and sound words out of, even the deaf. Natu-
ral speech is how he was able to invent the telephone. Nobody else knew more about 
sound and how speech vibrated the air and how to make sounds. �e telephone was a 
vibrating wand that deaf people could hold to the side of their heads to feel speech they 
couldn't hear. Sound is a triangle. Sound makes itself a tetrahedron, smoke on a mirror.

Alec. When he was a boy in Edinburgh choking on coal smoke Alec trained his dog to 
ask of strangers, “How is Grandmother?” Grandmother was probably dead or dying of 
TB. Alec's two brothers died of TB and Alec started showing signs. Odd to think had he 
died of TB we'd likely all still use a telegraph. As Robert Smithson notes, in 1873 Alec 
traced “space sounds upon smoked glass with the aid of a device called the phonauto-

graph.” Nobody had imagined you could make a �at disc speak. Alec did do this.
I make a point of saying “Alec did do this” because he was, at one time or another, 
accused of stealing everything, though he always won the lawsuit, but how could he not 
have stolen—he was an antenna, receiving, occasionally transmitting. All invention is 
the�. He writes this in a letter to Helen Keller, who is accused of plagiarizing a story she 
writes called “�e Frost King.” Perhaps as a cipher, Bell names his �rst �ying machine, 
“Frost King.” In the end he ends up with the patent for the telephone.

What about the telephone? Alec made sound travel through coils and wires to talk to 
his assistant one day. Hello, he said. He didn't say hello. Now we say hello. He said, "Mr. 
Watson—come here—I need you." And then later on he said “Hoy Hoy.” Because he 
didn’t want to hear Watson. He wanted to telephone him only to say I need you. He 
wanted to be heard saying I need you because he had spilled a vial of acid a second 
before and he needed Watson to clean it up. �is is why he invented the telephone. He 
moved on to a photophone so he could see Watson cleaning up the acid someday. He 
transmitted sound by mirrors but the drawback was it only worked on sunny days. 
A�er the telephone, there wasn't much. Nothing marketable. Experiments with sheep. 
Eugenics. Took over National Geographic and started a think tank called Volta Labs. 
�omas Edison once said if there was no market for an invention he didn't want to 
invent it. Not so, Alexander Graham Bell. 

Toward the end the story, at the beginning of our story. Having sent words through the 
air he started trying to �y. Or, because so many sued him and said he never invented the 
telephone, the next thing he did a�er not inventing the telephone was he started trying 
to �y. He took a shape he liked. It was a strong shape. It had four sides and was like an 
Egyptian Pyramid only not Egyptian. It was like a tipi and in fact he built himself a tipi. 
It is unclear whether he ever thought of it as a tipi. He built it out of wood and he called 
it not a tipi but “observation house.” I am building an observation house in Pennsylva-
nia, along a river. Someone tells me it looks like a tipi. I say it's de�nitely not a tipi. It's 
a tetrahedron. It's platonic.

I return to �ying. How many artists have said to themselves, “why paint when you can 
�y?” Some tried to �y and as Vasari tells us, they mostly fell. �ere were, once, hot air 
balloons. 

“�e 29 may 1784, the Academe de Dijon's balloon (104 000 cubic foot — 
3565 m3) have been in�ated with ordinary air. �e “commissaries” judged 
good to live it in that state until the following day in order to let dry some area 
which had just been covered with varnish. �ey had observed that the 
thermometer had rised to 39 degrees, while it was indicating only 23° exposed 
to the sun. Few days before they had noticed it had rised to 60° in the same 
circumstances, but the didn't note the outside temperature at this time.

�e 30 may, around noon and a half, a strong wind to rose and beguine to 
shake the balloon. 2 man le� on its guard, intended to hold it by the stitch of 
the net. Pieces of it broke into their hands and the aerostat escaped to them. It 
�rst begin to climb into court yard above one of the poles 43 feet tall (14m) 
that have been putted here to rise the net, bringing with it not only the net but 
also ropes the equatorial circle, adding up to 250 lbs (122 kg), including the 
envelop weight. �e balloon was hold by 2 ropes passed on a big rope tensed 
between the 2 poles. It broke 2 of those and tore o� the post of the third. It got 
out the court yard over a building located to the east. Being landed in an other 
court yard behind this building the named Crosnier, sixteen years old weigh-
ing 71 lbs (34,7 kg), courageously grabbed one of the ropes to hold it back he 
turned the rope around his wrist in the instant he had been cried over a wall 
9�s high (2,9 m), and falled back on the other side. �e balloon continued its 

route, passed over the �rst avenue of “cours de la porte Bourbon,” to the great 
astonishment of the people that ran to see it. It did go to fall down at moor 
than 250 steps (unfortunately on 2 trees recently replanted which the naked 
twig tear it on all the length on several places). [sic]*

*(I found this translation of “Voyages aériens,” by J.Glaisher, C.Flamarion, W.De 
Fonvielle et G.Tissandier, Hachette, 1870, in 2009, online. It has since been 
taken o�ine but links still lead to http://ballonsolaire.pagesperso-orange.fr/.)

Like so, for a long time, there was much falling and little �ying. For Graham Bell, there 
was occasionally �oating, but also a lot of falling and very little �ying. He didn’t �y. He 
didn’t try to �y. His beard was grey and he didn’t want to risk it. His assistants went up, 
a few feet. �ey didn't have beards. �e kites went up and they ran away from them as 
they fell. 

�ere is a photograph...

His version of �ying was a modi�ed kite, in large scale, with many small cells making 
up its wings. �ey weren’t wings, but tetrahedral panels that would catch the wind, 
better than a �xed wing, better than a double wing. �e wing was the creation of the jet 
age. �e jet age was invented to hide the horrors of capitalism behind riveted steel and 
words like “aerodynamic” and “streamlined.” Flight became simple. Simple as a wing. 
�e wing hides the complexity of �ight. Alec's kites were complex and put this 
complexity on display. 

�ese tetrahedrons, having four triangular sides, could catch the wind in four dimen-
sions – time, space, sound, and sight. Alec and his inventors team built these kites very 
small and then he built them very large. “Young girls sat sewing in the kite house, 
surrounded by piles of bright red silk.” Neighbors watched as horses galloped across the 
meadows, pulling 900 pound kites. It was a grand collaboration. 

�e team a�xed the kites to boats so they would glide smoothly through the water and 
li� o� in the wind. He made a few of them �y in short bouts. �ey soared over his lake 
house in Nova Scotia, which is where his tipi was, and his lake house. He didn’t �y them 
but he did draw and patent them, and some �ew, but not quite enough. �e tetrahedral 
kites were a lattice work of triangles covered in red silk. Inventing things is hard, they 
seem to say, just look at this lattice, but it's also beautiful, just look at all this red silk. His 
�rst kite was called Oinos, in Greek both a bird and an omen.

Now, everyone was trying to �y, all of a sudden. Not just ballooners and artists. �e 
Wright Brothers also made a wing, a �at wing, a two stacked wing, a double wing that 
made a plane sandwich, crashed a lot, �ew a little, �nally �ew enough. �ey killed a 
man with their simple wing because crashing is the simplest thing. Bell wanted the 
wing to be made of comple kites, but eventually conceded defeat, because complexity, 
while beautiful, is easy to sideline. �e market prefers the simple and the smooth. �e 
de�nition of an inventor, Alec is said by his granddaughter to have said, is someone 
who sees the world and is not content with the way the world is; the inventor wants to 
improve the world; the inventor wants to bene�t the world he sees.

�e �at wing won out. 

�e triangle, with its four dimensions, became a might have been. Later, Bucky Fuller 
picked it up and with it built his dome. Robert Smithson credits Bell with giving him a 
way out of the Greenbergian “�atness of the picture plane.” �e complexity of �ight, the 
complexity of a platonic solid—the tetrahedron—counter this �atness.





a Kite:
Based on Mabel II
Named for Mabel Bell
336 Tetrahedrons.
16’ on a side
7’ high at an angle
420 connectors
2016 lengths of aluminum bar
see also:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/
wixjzf5opllsk3j/AADpzlD_CD
Y502Px6AHAcMgga?dl=0
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